
Sales Meeting 8-12-15 
 

1. Your President’s Council for the September 8th Council Meeting is: Darin Zuber, Joe 
Sciarrone, Betty Sarabian, Robert Mitchell, Debbie & Cliff Henes, Cheryl & Dan Shields and 
Ernie Manual. 
 

2. You have a ton of marketing information available to you under “Agent Stuff” on the 
London Properties.com home page. Market reports from the Fresno MLS are posted there by 
the 15th of each month. These graphs/figures help you to tell a great story for both buyers and 
sellers. 

 
3. Customer Confirmation:  On all in-house London Properties transactions, we choose on page 

1 of the RPA under “Listing Agent” line to check the box for “Seller Exclusively” and under 
the “Selling Agent” line the “Seller Exclusively” as well. If the selling agent does not do this 
correctly, it must be corrected in a counter offer. Immediately, when we begin working with 
buyers, the buyers should receive and sign the agency disclosure (CAR Form AD). After 
they have signed the AD and prior to making an offer on a London listing, the “in-house” 
buyer shall sign the “Customer Confirmation” form. Remember, we have a prior exclusive 
agency relationship with the Seller who is paying our commission. We will not and cannot 
take on any “dual agency” relationship. Please see your manager with questions. 

 
4. Price Reductions:  If a property has not sold in 30 days, the chances are that it’s over-

priced. With the average sales price falling in many of our markets, we cannot let our 
Sellers flounder! Get that price reduction! Here are some suggestions to help: 

a. Re-establish the sellers motivation. Why are they wanting to move? What happens if 
they don’t move? 

b. Pull current comps. “Facts are the antidote for emotions.” Educate them. 
c. Put the sellers in your car and show them the 2 or 3 best priced active listings, maybe 

even a pending (cool if you could get the pending price from agent). 
d. To the seller who says, “We can always negotiate down with any offer”. Remind 

them that by being over-priced, we scare away good buyers. Our culture does not like 
to haggle. In fact, the only buyer we might attract is one that loves to haggle and 
they’ll want it for nothing! 

e. “An over-priced property also sends a buyer the message that we’re difficult, and 
we’re not difficult. Unfortunately, however, our price is difficult.” 

f. Your house is no longer your home, it’s a commodity. Commodities only sell when 
buyers see value. 

g. Ask for price opinions from other agents, and even open house guests. 
h. Try a 14 day price reduction and market the heck out of it. If no offers come in, why 

would the seller want to raise the price? 
i. Call agents who have previewed the property and ask what their clients thought. What 

are their clients looking for? Maybe you can help create “value” in the property that 
they’re not seeing. 

Go get em’! 
Patrick 


